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After SCOTUS’ Affirmative Action Decision
Amy L. Kullik, Raymond W. Perez
Read more →

Details Important DEI Updates for Ohio Employers
Raymond W. Perez
Read more →

NEWS 06/05/23
Atlanta Workplace Safety Partner Discusses OSHA’s Uptick in Inspections
Edwin G. Foulke Jr.
Read more →

NEWS 04/12/23
Various Media Outlets Cover Arrival of Partner Robin Repass in DC
Robin Repass, Daniel E. Farrington
Read more →

NEWS 04/11/23
Fisher Phillips Adds Powerhouse Workplace Safety Partner in Washington, DC
Robin Repass
Read more →

NEWS 01/19/23
EDTS Partner Talks to SHRM About Employer Response to FTC’s Proposed Rule Banning Non-competes
Michael R. Greco
Read more →
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Key Contacts

Theresa M. Connolly
Regional Managing Partner
703.682.7095
Email
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